l Introduction. We shall be interested, in this paper, in the following question : Given a biorthogonal system (x n , f n ) in a separable Banach space B, under what conditions can one assert that the sequence {x n } constitutes a basis ? The system (x n , f n ) is called a biorthogonal system if x n eB, /»eJB* and f n (x m )=δ nm .
We shall assume throughout the paper that ||#J|=1 and the sequence {x n } is fundamental. When the sequence {x n } constitutes a basis it will be called regular otherwise irregular.
2. Irregular systems. Let {x n } be an irregular sequence. (For example the trigonometric functions for C( -π, π)). The following definitions will be used. 
E o == {x\\imφ n (x)=x}
We have E Q C1E 1 and E 2 CZE 3 . For regular systems E Q ==E 1 ='B and Ez=E 3 =φ where φ is the null set. The system is regular if and only if the sequence {||?> n ||} * s bounded [2] , and if the sequence is not bounded the set is nowhere dense [2] , hence for irregular systems the set is of the first category. Also E 3 =B-E 1 is dense and of the second 1066 S. R. FOGUEL category. In the case of regular systems there exists a number such that if 11 x \ \ = 1 then 1 <I 111 x \ \ | <I K. The existence of such a bound, K, is equivalent to the equiboundedness of {|| ?>"(#) 11} ||a?||=l and therefore for irregular systems for any number α, there exists a point x such that 11 a? ||=1 and |||#|||>α, moreover such a point might be found in the linear manifold generated by {x n }. (Equiboundedness of {\\φ n {x) ||} on a dense subset of the unit sphere would imply equiboundedness on the unit sphere.) It is interesting to note that for every number α>l there exists a point x such that ||a?|| = l and |||#||| = α. There exists a point y n satisfying On the other hand 11^11=1 and 111 Λ? X 111 = 1. Let 0<l£<Il, then 
v(x)=l for xe E s and the set E 3 is dense, hence v(x)=l at every point of continuity of v. Let a; be a point of continuity of v and {z w } a sequence with limz n =#, then therefore the sequence {|||zj||} is unbounded. Thus the set S is contained in the set of points of discontinuity of v which is a set of the first category by Baire's theorem. 3* General criteria for regularity* From Theorems 1 and 2 we derive the following criteria. THEOREM or (x, α*)=iXfo> a?*) see [5] .
We introduce the following notation (0 and cZ n =l see [3] . Let D n denote the triangular matrix
Oίi
The matrix D n can be computed from this relation.
and hence and by [4] the system is regular.
Using the same method as in Theorem 6 we arrive at the following. If condition (2) is satisfied then according to Theorem 3 the system is regular. If the system is regular then
